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Happy Canadian
Intensive Care Week !
OCTOBER 23 - 29, 2022

GREETINGS
FROM THE
MANITOBA
CHAPTER
EXECUTIVE
COMMITEE MEMBERS
President: Sara Unrau
Vice President: Vacant
Secretary: Monica Whiteway
Treasurer: Sarah Gilchrist
Programs: Colleen Shepherd &
Andie Nordstrom
Membership: Miranda Lindsay
Newsletter Editor: Anne Romio

The global pandemic is coming to an end, at least
that is what we all want to believe. The last two
years have been interesting, complex, frustrating
and quite the learning experience for all, to say the
least! We have been challenged to think outside the
box, stretch beyond what we would have thought
was possible a few years ago. As we begin a
recovery phase from this global pandemic, we will
continue to be faced with unknowns and changes in
our work areas. With these new challenges we will
have on ongoing need to continue to support each
other as critical care nurses. There are many
stories of “my friend and colleague helped me get
through this shift”, “my friend was there for me
when I had a really bad shift, I couldn’t have done it
without my friend’s support”, let’s continue to be
there for each other and work together.
In 2020 I wrote “We have learned to accept a new
(hopefully temporary) normal, wearing masks in
most public places and limiting our group sizes”.
Well, the temporary part seems to be coming to
fruition, 2 years later. Masks are no longer required
in many public places, but are still required in our
work places at this time. We can once again get
together in groups outside of work, this is a great
time to decompress from our workplaces and
reconnect with friends and families.
Continued...

Continued...
The Manitoba Chapter continues to work towards offering education sessions
to meet the needs of our critical care nurses. With your feedback we will
continue to focus on provision of educational events to allow for ongoing local
networking and sharing together. The method or venue for these sessions may
look different in the coming year, and we would appreciate hearing from you
about your ideas on what would be of benefit to Manitoba Critical Care
Nurses. With some changes at the National CACCN level, the local chapters are
no longer required to hold an Annual General Meeting. This would have been
where the we would confirm the executive members for the next working year.
With these changes we will be re-evaluating our process and looking for ways
to include future or new members that may be interested in joining the
Manitoba Chapter Executive team. If you are interested in joining the
executive, reach out to any of the current members for more information.
The Manitoba Chapter would like you, the membership, to consider tapping a
colleague on the shoulder and discussing the value of becoming a Canadian
Association of Critical Care Nurses member. Check your email for upcoming
education sessions this 2022/2023 year. You can also find all workshops and
conference information on the Manitoba Chapter web pages at www.caccn.ca,
as well as on social media (Instagram @CACCNMB and Facebook).
I would like to thank Trudy Nernberg for her participation on the Manitoba
Chapter Executive and wish her well as she steps down from the Vice President
Chair.
As a closing note, the Manitoba Chapter executive would like to send a huge
thank you to critical care nurses and to the “extenders” that came to assist in
the height of COVID. Thank you to those nurses that were pushed out of their
comfort zones and came to assist us. Thank you to those critical care nurses
who took these nurses under their wing and worked with them to make this
the best experience possible for all. We want to recognize how challenging this
was for everyone and for supporting each other through this. The words of
H.E. Luccock resonated with me when I think of the experience over the last
two years “No one can whistle a symphony. It takes a whole orchestra to play
it” and we definitely needed that orchestra! Thank you one and all!
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PAWS FOR A VISIT:
PET THERAPY IN THE ICU

“Aww, he came to visit today!” This phrase I hear over and over again, as I head into the
busy, dynamic intensive care units at HSC with my seventy five pound goldendoodle named
Lincoln. He is noticed immediately because of calm disposition and height. As we wander
around the bustling corridors of staff attending to tasks, what strikes me is how people will
stop in their tracks to look, touch, and interact with Lincoln and me, if only for a moment.
This is what drew me to pet therapy. These momentary interactions are where I can feel
people are lifted or transported away from their current situation, into a sense of calm
happiness. Dogs have a way of bringing people into the present moment. In a time when
people have been grieving the past and feeling fear about the future, dogs can help people
experience a pleasant moment of peaceful presence.
Continued...
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Continued...

When I retired in 2019, I pursued pet therapy with St. John’s Ambulance and got certified
with Lincoln. We started weekly visits in the fall of 2019 at an assisted living facility in
Winnipeg, until all our lives were altered in March of 2020 and all therapy visits were
suspended.
I have continued to work casual bedside shifts in the HSC ICUs since my retirement. The
pandemic has been physically and emotionally exhausting, if not crushing at times, for all of
us. The sharp edge of the sword is felt deeply in the ICUs. I worry about my colleagues and
friends who are in the trenches day in and day out. Karen Burgess, HSC Mental Health
Clinical Nurse Specialist and CISM Lead, has been providing mental health support for ICU
and other staff during the pandemic. In April 2021, she presented to HSC leadership, on the
evidence of stress reducing benefits of Animal Therapy for staff. With HSC leadership
support, Karen partnered with Jenny Kidder of HSC Volunteer Services and Teresa Toutant of
St. John Ambulance Therapy Dog Program to recruit therapy dog volunteers for staff visits.
Dog visits started mid-June 2021.
I eagerly put my name forward to visit the ICUs with Lincoln. At first, volunteers were
accompanied by HSC CISM staff to ensure hand-washing, social distancing and other
protocols were maintained. We were assigned to be in a lounge near the ICUs and staff would
come in and interact with us. After a few visits, I noticed only a few people would come. I
received messages from friends stating they wanted to come, but it was just too busy and
they couldn’t step out to the lounge.
I asked for, and received permission to enter the ICUs with Lincoln. Walking around made
visiting so much easier. Even staff that had incredibly busy patient assignments were able to
step out of the patient rooms briefly to say hello. Staff commented to me that having
Lincoln in the unit was helpful, even if they could only wave to us from inside an isolation
room.
As an ICU nurse, I see the toll the pandemic has taken on my work family. The physical and
mental load required to care for critically ill Covid patients, while being short-staffed is
indescribable. I’ve had shifts where I needed to sit in my car for a minute before driving
home because I couldn’t believe what I had participated in or witnessed. As I pull into my
driveway, I see a friendly face in the window, with a wagging tail. My therapy dog is there for
me. I’m so happy I can share him with others.
Maurita Kiesman is a Registered Nurse with over thirty years experience in ICU. She retired
in 2019 from the Winnipeg Critical Care Nursing Education Program as an Instructor. She
has a casual position as a Critical Care General Duty Nurse in the Critical Care Float Pool at
Health Sciences Centre.
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CRITICAL CARE NURSE FEATURE:
JASMINE MILLER RNBN
of the pandemic to work as a nurse extender. I was
only around 5 months into my job when I was told I
was going to be sent to the ICU to help their nurses
with tasking as they were experiencing a huge influx
of patients due to Covid. To say I was apprehensive
would be a huge understatement. I was scared and
really did not see the value of what I could bring to
their unit being such a new nurse myself. Thankfully
both the medical and surgical ICU at Health
Sciences Centre have an amazing team of staff and I
was made to feel extremely welcomed and
appreciated. I very quickly grew to love working in
such a fast paced and complex environment, it was
a huge learning experience for me and the staff
were so great about answering any questions that I
had throughout the experience. At almost a year
into my redeployment, I felt that I had found a
passion for critical care nursing and decided to
apply for the CCNOP.

Tell us a little about yourself.
My name is Jasmine, and I am 33 years old. I live
with my partner David, my daughter Abigail, our 3
cats and our new puppy (it’s a full house!) I am
currently about 2 years into my Nursing career.
Prior to nursing I was a unit clerk for many years
and worked in a few different areas including
Emergency, Medicine, and at Cancer Care Manitoba
in the Multiple Myeloma clinic.

What drew you towards a career working in
critical care?
Honestly, I was kind of thrown into it by no choice of
my own. I was redeployed from my first nursing job
in women’s health during the second wave of

What would you say to someone interested in
pursuing the field of critical care?
I would say that as daunting as the idea of working
in critical care may be, it will be one of the best
decisions you will make. You won’t find a speciality
where the staff comes together as a team better
then you will in critical care. The level of autonomy
you have as a nurse is unmatched, and you really
feel like your professional contributions are being
heard and valued. Being 1 to 1 with your patient is
also such a great bonus to working in critical care,
as you really get to provide your patients with the
quality nursing care they deserve.
Continued...
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CONTINUED...
Nursing can be an emotionally challenging
profession, what are some strategies you
practice for wellness and balance?
For me it has been important to remember to not
bring my work home with me. This is something I
am continuing to work on. Being in the ICU we see
some very difficult and upsetting things and it is
hard to not carry all of that trauma home with
you. Thankfully I have an amazing partner and
daughter at home who are wonderful at taking my
mind off of those things. We spend our evenings
together watching movies or playing games, and
with the warmer weather (hopefully) around the
corner, we are all looking forward to getting our
puppy out for long walks as a family. I am also
grateful for my two best friends from nursing
school Brittany and Stephanie. We talk every day
and get together for drinks on occasion and what
we call our group therapy sessions (haha). I think
having a close support system is extremely
important.

What are your future nursing career goals?
Currently I am feeling pretty content. I have so
much to learn still what with being a new critical
care nurse, and really a new nurse in general, that I
think I will just sit tight where I am and take it all in. I
have a great team around me and I couldn’t ask for
a better group of co-workers. I have always loved
the idea of travel nursing however, and in a couple
years, once my daughter has graduated from high
school I may pursue that avenue.
CACCN thanks Jasmine for sharing with us and
our members, and we wish her all the best in
her career!

Congratulations

CCNOP GRADUATES!

September 2020, January 2021, June 2021, August 2021, September
2021, November 2021, February 2022, May 2022
LIDA VUONG | RHEA UMINGA | NICOLE BUCHHOLD | ALEXIS JOHNSTON | LIEZL CALITIS | JANINE
MALANO |COLETTE ROSSET | CICELY MAYO | KRISTINA HERNANDEZ | CRISTINA BRAS | JODI
HANNESON | ALEXA MCELHOES | MATUS SLOVACEK DEA | MAY BARRIO | ANTONIA CHAN | JEROME
ESPITAL | SHERRY NELSON | MADELEINE LOADER | GABRIELLE CARRIERE | SARAH ZALESCHUK |
NICOLE JENKINSON | KARA THOMSEN | ZADA STEVENS | KRISTOFFER PINEDA | JONATHAN HSIUNG |
RUT TESFATSION | EMMA WEAR | MELYSSA CORREIA | KENDELL HAAS | REBECCA SAWATZKY | DIANA
AGUILAR | AMANDA KIRKUP | CRYSTAL MOSHER | REGINE DE LEMOS | MARY ABUEL | KATHLEEN
TARUBAL | LIBIN JAMES | AMY LEECE | KARA DODDS | HOLLY WIZNIAK | MICA ROSIER | KELSEY
HANNAH | SARAH WIEBE | JI HAE KIM | THALIA LOUISE HEMEDES | EURIELLE VILLARIN | CHELSEA
JONES | MARLO ROBERTSON | BROOKE PLAETINCK | CYNTHIA KNIGHT | LINDA NGUYEN | KAREN
DEMIANIW | KIRSTYN MCLEAN | INGRID RAE CARLOS | PRINCESCA REYES | REBECCA SHAPERA |
DARLENE AMINOT | JENICA BERNARDIN | MEAGHAN SYGANIEC | HARRY DELA CRUZ | DIANA LISNEY
| KRISTAL KAWA | VICTORIA ROY | EMILY CLARKE | LISA ONWUEKWE | AMANDA ALFARO-JUAREZ |
KELSEY FOREST | KARINA BEREZANSKA | JENNA ARSENAULT | NICOLE MANCS | NIKAELA HEWAT |
JOSE ABANDO | JENNIFER RIDDELL | SUZANNE GODIN | ADDONNACA ANOOS | ISABEAU LLORENTE |
AMANDA DRYDEN | MARTHA ABBEY | ASHLEY FARAND | CASEY MILLER | CHARLES OCHOA | SENAIT
PETROS | NESS MEDINA | ALEXANDRIA (LEXIE) TAYLOR | IVY SOMIDO | CONSTANCE AMADI | NAOMI
PLETT | VINCENT HA | FRANK ZHEN | COLTON ROBAK | EMMA BELHUMEUR | ELAINE FERNANDEZ |
DERRICK KYLE TABO-OY | JENNIFER GONCALVES | MISHAEL MATIAS | KAITLYN FRIESEN | AMY
DOUGLAS | KRISTYN BROADFOOT | CHRISTOPHER DOERKSEN | PAMELA PINETTE | NICOLE KENNEDY
| CHRISTINA WOODCOCK | MELVIN MATHEW | DANA ZIEROTH | AILIS HENRY | ESTHER AMANQUAH |
GIANCARLOU EMPACES | JASMINE MILLER | JEEWON (EVELYN) KIM | MICHELLE TAYLOR | NICOLE
WARREN | SABRINA VIEIRA | TIGIST ADERU | ROBIN BROUGH | ADELINA PRINCIPE | ANNA
FERNANDEZ-DATTATRI | AYOMIDE ADINLEWA | BERNARD DE JESUS | BROOKLYNN KANHAI | BRYAN
BANAAG | BRYAN REGEHR | DAMIEN MARTIN | JADE DIMALINE | NIRVANIE JAIPERSAUD |
OYINKANSOLA (FAVOUR) KAZEEM | RILEY NICKART | SHERYL DEMETRIOFF | SUSAN MARTIN |
OLUWATOMISIN (TOMI) OSINKOLU | YLINEA CELESTINO | BRADEN KEHLER | JEFF DIMACULANGAN |
JOSHUA ROGGE | KAREN HARDER | MELISSA MORIN | RIA MENDOZA | SU KYOUNG (AMY) KO | ALICIA
LOWE | ANDRE ADINA | JAMES KATIPUNAN | KRISTINA DAUM | NATALIYA MAKAR | MELISSA SMITH |
ALYSSA CARRIERE | NATALIA UTKO | ROBERT TOOTH | ROBYN HALLIDAY | ROGELIE LEI (LESLIE)
FOLIENTE | SANDRA WAGNER | ALEXANDREA BERENA | ASHLEIGH SPRIGGS | DEVON WILLIAMS |
HEIDI GRANT | MING YA XU | RENE BRIZ | HANNAH FRIESEN | JAGPREET GILL | RACHEL ALIX |
KATHERINE KELLNER-THOMSON | JOHANNAH BUL-LALAYAO | MARY ELLANA | WELLA SALAZAR |
ZHIMEI (SANDY) XING | NAN WANG | MORGAN CHAPMAN | BRIAN BABARAN | CHARITY TRIAS |
COLLEEN KUNDERMAN | GEMILYN GRACE BENITEZ | KAREN LOUGHLIN | MARILOU CABILI |
MATTHEW KROEKER | MAY ANNE MARANAN | NICOLE BIOLENA | SUSANA FIXE (RESKO) | TERRY
WYNN | VANESSA KLYMOCHKO | HILARY AGSALUD | BLESSY SMYTH | MIKAYLA CURRIE | MANJOT
KHAKH | ANDREW CAMPBELL | CHELSEA FELIPE ERIN NEUFELD | PATRICIA WEESK | COURTNEY
CAUTHERS | GAGANDEEP KAUR | LESLEY GAMBOA | NIKOL CHORNEY | CHI NGUYEN | COURTLYN
OSWALD | NAOMI HAINSWORTH | JAYRA KUIZON | JACLYN DESAUTELS | ANTERPREET GILL |
COURTNEY RIEL | LEANNE JANE FRIESEN | MARIVIC PASCUA | SEAN SHARE | DANICA FEELEUS |
DAPHNE MARTIN | MEGHAN CONRAD | KHUSHPREET SRAN | LARA JOHNSON | ROBIN KOWKPERNITSKY | SHIMON “RON” MESONGNIK | MICHELLE BALDWINSON | CHARLA MAE | FAMILARA
KANGNING (MERRICK) LI | MITCHELL PODWORNY |
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UPCOMING EVENTS
AND NEWS

Keep your eyes open for more
updates on future local and national
CACCN events in the near future!
Visit CACCN.CA for more information
and other events!

